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CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC STR U CTURE OF POLYCRYSTALLI E 
ICE 

By M. MATSUDA and G. WAKAHAMA 

(Institute of Low T emperature Science, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan 060) 

ABSTRACT. F or severa l types o f polycrystalline ice o f different origins, the spatial la tti ce o ri e nta tion of 
each crysta l was d e termined by m easurements of both the a- and c-axis orie nta tions. Analyses o f the orienta
tions of adjoining crysta ls showed tha t a grea t maj ority of a djoining crys ta ls may be in a twinning relation. 
With specia l reference to the multi-maximum c-axis preferred-orienta tio n fa bric (the so-call ed " dia mond 
pa ttern " ) , which is expected to occupy the largest pa rt of a glacier ice mass, the crys tal bounda ry structure 
was es tima ted. The preferred c-axis o ri enta tions of this fa bric were expla ined as being the result o f coincident 
oxygen- oxygen lines (hydrogen-bond lines) between adjoining crys tals being concentra ted in the o rienta tions 
where seven oxygen- oxygen lines o f one single crys ta l of ice a re distributed . From the above result, it was 
concluded tha t the multi-maximum fa bric is of the polyc rys ta lline structure cl oses t to the structUl'e of a single 
crystal of ice amo ng a ll the fa brics found in large ice masses. 

It is found tha t the occurrence, in glaciers and ice shee ts, of a multi-ma ximum fabric has a bia, to the 
parts which ha ve undergone a stro ng shear deforma tio n for a long time. It is thus suggested that plasti c 
deformation of ice with this fabric m ay be a ttributed to m echanical twinning due to a strong shear stress. 

REsuME. Structure cristallographique de la glace polycristalline. On determine l'orientation spa tia le du res eau 
cristallin de cha que grain par reperage des axes a et c po ur divers types d e glace polycrista llin e d e diverses 
origines. L'analyse d es orientations d es cristaux a djacents met en evidence qu'une grande m ajorite de 
cristaux adjacents pourrait H re e n relation de macle. En se referant plus pa rticulierement a la texture 
d'orienta tion a vec une figure de pole rela ti ve it l'axe c it plusieurs maxima (generalement d es igne: type 
diamant), que I'o n s'attache it trou ver dans la plus grande partie des glaciers, on a pu deduire un mode 
d 'association d es gra ins. L 'orienta tion preferentielle d e l'axe c de cette texture a ete expliquee pa r le fait 
que les directio ns passant pa r deux oxygenes voisins (lia ison hydrogene) d a ns le cas de crista ux adjacents se 
concentrent vers les orienta tions d es sept axes oxygene-oxygene rencontres dans le monocri sta l. A partir 
des resulta ts preced ents, on peut conclure que la texture it plusieurs maxima es t celle des struc tures poly
cristallines qui se r a pprochent le p lus d e la structure d ' un monocristal parmi toutes les textures trouvees 
da ns un glacier. 

Nous avons o bserve que I'appa rition, dans Ies glacie rs et les couverts d e glace, d 'une texture a plusieurs 
maxima es t correlee avec I'existence d ' une deforma tion e n cisaillement importa nte effec tuee p e ndant des 
temps longs. N ous suggerons a lors que la deformation pl astique des glaces presentant une te lle texture 
pourra it resulte.· d ' un phenomene d e maciage sous I'effe t d e contraintes de cisa illement elevees. 

ZUSAMM ENFASSUNG. K ristallographische Slruklur polykristallinen. E ises. FUr m ehrere Arten polykrista llinen 
Eises verschiedener H erkunft wurde die raumliche G ittero rientierung eines j ed en Kristalls durch M essung 
d er a- und c-Achsenausri chtung bes timm t. U ntersuchung der Ausrichtungen benachba rter Kristalle 
machten kla r, d ass eine grosse M ehrheit aneinander a ngrenzender Krista lle in einer Zwillingsbeziehung 
stehen konnte. Die Kristallkorngrenzenstruktur wurde a bgeschatz t mi t besonderer BerUcksichtigung des 
G efUges mi t Vielfachmaxima der c-Achsenrichtung (soge na nntes " Diama ntmuster" ), von dem m a n a nnimmt 
dass es den gross ten T eil einer G le tschermasse einnimmt. Die bevorzugte c-Achsenausri chtung dieses 
GefUges wurde a ls Ergebnis der T a tsache gedeutet, d ass d ie zusammenfa llenden Sauerstoff- Sauerstoff
Linien (WasserstoffbrUckenbindungslinien) zwischen a ngrenzenden Krista ll en si ch auf die Richtungen 
konzentri eren, in d enen sich sieben Sauerstoff- Sauerstoff-Linien eines Eis-Einkristall es aufteile n . Aus den 
obigen Ergebnissen wurde geschlossen, dass unter a ll d e n G efUgen, die in grossen Eismassen gefunden 
werden, das Vielfachmaximumgeflige diejenige polykrista lline Struktur is t , die der Struktur eines Eis
Einkrista ll s a m nachsten kommt. 

Es wurde gefund en, class das VielfachmaximumgefUge in Gletschern unci Eisschilden vorz ugsweise in 
denjenigen T eile n a uftrit t, die lange eine starke Schubverformung erfahren ha ben . Es liegt d a her na he, dass 
eine plas tische Verformung von Eis mit d icsem GefUge, d er m echanischen Zwillingsbildung a ufg rund einer 
starken Schubspa nnung zugeschrieben werden kann. 

I. I NTROD UCTION 

In order to study the relationships between the crystallographic orientations of a djoining 
crystals, measurements were made of the orientations of all three a-axes and the c-axis of each 
crystal in a polycrystalline ice, since m easurements not only of c-axis but also of a-axis orienta
tions are necessary for a full determina tion of the la ttice orienta tion. The ice sa m pies used 
had different origins: ice from the Antarctic ice shee t, ice from pola r and temperate glaciers, 
commercial ice, and home-made ice. 
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For the c-axis, t he measurements disclosed preferred orientation fabrics such as single
maximum, multi-maximum, and girdle fabrics. With special reference to the multi-maximum 
fabric, that is, the so-called " diamond pattern", a twinning explanation was proposed for the 
preferred orientations on the basis of the a-axis measurements. 

A number of fabrics of c-axis preferred orientations have been reported since a compre
hensive study by Rigsby (1951) on glacier ice, and su ch orientations and their relations with 
the fabrics have been subjects of major interest in ice fabric studies . H ence, experimenta l and 
theoretical work has been extensively devoted to the clarification of the mechanism of fabric 
formation (Kamb, 1959[a] , Cb] , 1972; Rigsby, 1960, 1968 ; Brace, 1960; MacDonald, 1960; 
Kumazawa, 1963; Watanabe and aura, 1968; Kizaki, 1969[a] , Cb] , 1974; J onsson, 1970 ; 
Tanaka, 1972 ; Budd, 1972; Budd and Matsuda, 1974; Matsuda a nd others, 1976). While 
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Fig. I. Fabric diagram of orientations of both c-axes (solid symbols ) and a-axes (open symbols ), plotted on an equal-area 
Schmidt net. Polycrystalline ice samples are designated as follows. A: Thin ice made in a laboratory dish. B: Candle 
ice grown unilaterally from randomly orimted snow crystals in a laboratory. C: Commercial ice. D : "Byrd " station core 
ice in Antarctic ice sheet ( r 689 m depth ) . E: "Byrd" station core ice (2003 m depth ). F: Cape Folger core ice in 
Antarctic ice sheet (259 m depth ). G: Mendenhall Glacier ice, Alaska, collected on the surface, 2.5 km up-stream from 
the glacier terminus. 
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theoretical approaches were mainly based on the thermodynamic equilibrium of ice crystals, 
the fabric formation has not yet been explained well enough, probably because crystalo
graphic orientations of a polycrystalline ice have been measured so far only for the c-axis 
without taking the a-axis orientation into account. 

2. PREFERRED ORIENTATIONS OF C- AND a- AXES 

Crystallographic orientations of both the c- and a-axes were measured by a universal 
stage, using an etch-pit technique. The detailed procedure will be described in a paper in 
preparation. * Orientations of the c-axis and a-axes of all the crystals in a thin section were 
plotted on an equal-area projection net (Schmidt net) with solid symbols (c-axes) and open 
symbols (a-axes) (A, B, C, D, E, F, and G in Fig. I ) . 
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• Paper in preparation by M. Matsuda entitled "Determination of a-axis orientations in polycrystalIine ice". 
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Bo th a thin ice (A) m ade in a la bora tory dish from a m elt and a commercial ice (c) do n ot 
have stwng preferred orienta tions of a- a nd c-axes. However, a candle ice (B) shows a g irdle 
fabric of c-ax is orientations. T his candle ice was made in the laboratory from crushed sm a ll 
snow cr ysta ls, which were scattered on a wa ter surface kept a t the freezing temperature, a nd 
grew d ownward unila tera lly. All the c-axes are roughly p a rallel to the freezing surface a nd 
one ou t of the three a-axes of each crys ta l concentra tes in the growth direction (surrounded 
by a das hed circle) . This may result from the difference of growth ra tes in that snow crys ta ls 
wi th one of the three a-axes initially orien ted in the growth direction grew fas ter than those 
wi th three a-axes orien ted obliquely. 

A " Byrd" core ice (n) shows a typical single-maximum fa bric in which c-axes concen tra te 
on one sm all area, whereas a-axes do not . A lthough the ice with this fabric a ppears to have the 
polycrys talline structure closest to the structure of a single crys tal of ice, it is recognized tha t 
most of the crys tals a r e actually in ver y different crystallographic orienta tions from each 
other as fa r as the a-axis orientation is con cerned. A " Byrd" core ice (E), a Cape Folger core 
ice (F), a nd a Mendenha ll Glacier ice (G) show the typical multi-maximum fabric of c-a xis 
orien tations. T his " dia m ond pattern" h as been repor ted to exist in man y glaciers and the 
Antarc tic ice sheet as well (Kam b, 1959 [a] , [b] ; Rigsby, 1960; Kizaki, 1962, 1969 [b] ; 
Taylor, 1963; Reid, 1964 ; Higashi, 1967; Gow, 19 70; j onsson, 19 70; Endo, 19 71 ; 
Budd, 1972; H ooke, 1973; Vallon and o thers, 1976 ; M a tsuda and others, 1976, and a pa p er 
in p repa ration *). I t is expected from its occurrence that the ice of this fa bric occupies the 
lower p a r t near the bed of an accumulation area, and the major pa r t of a n ablation a rea. 
This implies that a strong pressure a pplied for a long time a t near-m elting tempera ture 
contributes to the form ation of this fa bric . Ice crys ta ls with this fabric which have the sam e 
c-axis orienta tions (indicated by the sam e symbols) have each of their a-axes (indicated by 
open bu t the same symbols as their c-axes) a lso nearly in th e same orientations. Althoug h a ll 
the crysta ls in the same c-ax is orientation plotted in Figure I are apparently located sepa rately 
in a two-dimensiona l thin section, they a ppear to represent the parts of a la rge single ice 
crysta l connected in the third dimension. 

I t should be noted that, as far as the number of cr ystals in differ en t crys tallogra phic 
orien tations is concerned , the polycrysta lline ice closest to a single crys ta l is not that with the 
single-maximum c-axis fa bric, but one wit h a multi-maximum c-axis fa bric. 

The multi-maxim um fabric is exp ec ted to occupy the la rgest pa r t of a glacier ice m ass 
and is consequently of the greatest importance to investigate. Ma tsuda a nd others ( 19 77) 
examined the crystal sha pe of a sample of Cape Folger core ice as a typical example of this 
fabric. They concluded that all crys ta ls h aving the sam e crystallographic orientation m ay be 
interconnected ou tside the thin section to be a large single crystal of ice, and thus multi
maximum fabric ice is composed of a very small number of extremely la rge network-like ice 
crysta ls. 

3. TWINNI NG OF ICE 

The measurement of b oth a- and c-a xis orienta tion of a n ice crystal gives the full spa tial 
la ttice orientation, ma king it possible to shed light on relationships between adjoining crysta ls. 
A pair of adjoining cr ysta ls in any orienta tion of the hexagonal crysta l system have twelve 
possible rota tions by which the two la ttices become congruent or ena ntiomorphous (Inter
na tiona l Union of Crysta llography, 1959, p. 104). There is a rela tionship between the 
rota tio n a ngle T , the angle y between the c-axes of the a djoining crys ta ls, and the angle (Xij 

* Pa per in preparation by M. Matsuda, G . W akahama, and W . F. Budd entitled " Twinning of Anta rctic 
ice". 
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related to the a-axis (shown in Fig ure '2 ) which can be derived using simple spherical trigo
no m etry (Fig. '2 ) : 

( I) 
where lXij = H lXi + a;' ) (i,j = I , '2, or 3) . T he a ngles lXi and IXl' must be measured so that 
aij ~ goo. T hus, t here can be six combinations of the value lXij n eeding to be taken into 
accoun t for a given a ngle y . 
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F ig. 2 . Crystal relationship oJ a /Jair oJ adjoining crystals plotted on a Wll!f! net. c(c' ) : c-axis, a (a' ) : a-axis, P: intersection 
between two basal planes oJ adjoining crystals, "' i("'!') : angle between ai (a/ ) and P, Y: rotation axis, T: rotation angle, 
y: angle between c alld c' . 

For a ll the measured pairs of a djoining ice crystals, t he angles lXi , a/, and y and its supple
m en tary angle we re ob tained, fro m w hich the twe lve rotation a ngles T were calcula ted . 
After a carefu l inspection of the twinning law, the rotation a ngle closest to one of 60°, goo, 1'20°, 
or 180° was chosen a nd plotted on a Y - lXij- T diagram (Fig. 3) . 

T he diagra m shows that more tha n eighty per cent of a ll the pairs of a djoining crys ta ls have 
at least one of the rotation angles, 60°, goo, 1'20°, a nd 180° wi th an accuracy of ± '2 0

, a nd that 
a b o u t a half of a ll th e pairs have two or even three of the above rota tion a ngles among their 
twelve rotat ion a ng les. 

4. ANGLES BETWEEN P R EFERRED C- A XIS O RIENTATIONS I N A M ULTI- MAXIMUM FABRIC 

In Figure 3, the strongest concentration in y can b e seen around 40°, c. 50°, and 140°. It 
shou ld be noticed tha t m any of adjoining crystals in a multi-maximum fa bric are in a very 
limited relation of this kind between T a nd y . Examination was then m a d e of the data on this 
fa bric reported in m a ny other glaciers. Figure 4 shows the frequency of every angle b e tween 
preferred c-axis orienta tions in this fa bric. An outs ta nd ing peak can be seen when y is be tween 
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Fig. 4. Frequency histogram of the angle between peaks of priferred c-axis orientations of the multi-maximum fabrics found and 
reported in many glaciers and ice sheets over the world. 
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40° and 50° (130° and 140°) . A good agreement is found with the y from the above-measured 
data of adjoining crystals, especia lly those related to each other by a 180°-rotation. This 
suggests that most of multi-maximum c-axis preferred orientations in each fa bric may result 
from the same relation of a 180°-rotation between adjoining crystals. It is also suggested 
from this fact that the a ngles y = 45 ° and 135° would be the special angles related to a boun
dary between adjoining crys tals. 

5. OXYGEN- OXYGEN BOND LINES 

A single crystal of ice has seven orientations of oxygen- oxygen lines (0 - 0 lines) linked by 
a hydrogen bond . If one 0 - 0 line coincides in orientation between adjoining crystals, the 
following equation can be derived using spherical trigonometry: 

where 0 ~ ty ~ 70.5 °. Since the tetra hedral angle (oxygen- oxygen- oxygen angle) in a 
crystal structure of ice is 109.5°, when ty > 70.5°, these adjoining crystals cannot have such 
a coincident orientation of a n 0 - 0 line lying on the OP pla ne (Fig. 2 ) which bisects the orienta
tions of two c-axes. If two 0 - 0 lines coincide in orientation between adjoining crystals, 
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Fig. 5. Orientations oJ three a-axes, plotted on a Wu!lf net, oJ each crystal ilz the relation oJ (I8o ± 2)° rotational symmetry with 
its adjoining crystal. Rotation axis is fixed at T. Solid lines show loci (if. Equation (2)) oj a-axes oJ the crystal which 
has one coincident orientation oj an 0 - 0 line on PO jJlane (mirror plane ) with its adjoining crystal. Open stars show the 
a-axis orientations oJ the crystal having two coincident 0 - 0 lines, solid stars representing those oj the crystal having jour 
coincident 0 - 0 lines. 
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If four 0-0 lines coincide, 

iy = 35.2° or 54.8°, (Xi} = 0°, 60°, and 120°. 

It is geometrically obvious that three, or more than four, coincident 0 - 0 lines cannot exist 
between adjoining crystals. 

The existence of a coincident orientation of an 0 - 0 line always brings adjoining crystals 
into the relation of a 180°-rotation (equivalent to a mirror reflection), so (Xi = (X/ = (Xii. 

In this connection, the existence of the coincident orientation of an 0 - 0 line was examined 
for all the measured pairs of adjoining crystals which are in the relation of 0 ~ iy ~ 70.5° 
and (Xi ~ (Xl'. 

In Figure 5 (angle-true Wulffnet), the 180°-rotation axis is fixed at T and three a-axes are 
plotted so that the c-axis is on the TO plane at the position of a 180° rotation with respect to 
the rotation axis T. The curves of solid lines are the loci of a-axes, drawn on the basis of 
Equation (2) . A good agreement can be seen between the measured and geometrically 
derived a-axis orientations. Thus, most of the adjoining crystals related by a 180° rotation 
have at least one coincident orientation of an 0-0 line on the OP plane, which is perpendi
cular to the rotation axis. All the foregoing facts suggest that the existence of a coincident 
0 - 0 line may connect adjoining crystals very closely. 

In Figure 5, notable concentrations can be seen in the a-axis orientations (open stars) of a 
crystal having two coincident 0 - 0 lines with its adjoining crystal (h = 22.5 ° and 67.5°). 
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Fig. 6, Model of the boundary structure, projected onto ( roIo ), of iy = 22.50 and 67.5° at which one crystal (oxygen atoms 
are indicated by solid sy mbols; 0 - 0 lines by solid lines ) approaches its adjoining crystal (oxygen atoms by open symbols; 
0-0 lines by dashed lines). Coincident positions of the oxygen atoms are indicated by dashed circles, coincident orientations 
of 0 - 0 lines being indicated by thick solid lines. 
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This concentra tion is especially no ted for a Cape Folger core ice (F) , which shows the most 
conspicuous multi-maximum " dia mond" fabric. M eanwhile, a t ty = 35.2° and 54.8°, where 
four coinciden t 0 - 0 lines exist, no peculiarity can be recognized except for the candle ice (B) 
g rown from the melt. H owever, this a ngle is found in the plane assemblages of both the spa tial 
a nd the radia ting types of snow crystals (Lee, [9 72 ; U yeda, unpublished ; Kobayashi and 
o thers, 1976). Such a difference, in crysta llogra phic rela tions between a snow crys ta l, ice 
g rown from the m elt, a nd glacier ice may be a ttributed to the differ ence in the conditions of 
crysta l growth, na mely, crystal growth from the vapour, melt, or solid phase. 

6. B O UNDARY STR UCT UR E OF A M ULTI-MAXIM UM FABRIC 

The values ! y = 22.5° and 67. 5° may thus be singular angles in a polycrystalline glacier 
ice under a possibly thermodyna mic sub-stable sta te. So, the boundary structure a t these 
a ngles was examined . Figure 6 shows two lattice structures of ice which are superimposed so 
that their la ttice orienta tions ma ke this singular a ngle with each other . A regular period can 
b e seen in the coincident orienta tions of an 0 - 0 line (indicated by thick lines) and a lso in the 
coincident positio ns of oxygen a tom s (surrounded by dashed circles) . Several pla nes on which 
their periodic coincidence occurs with high density a re found. T heir pla nes are of low pla ne 
indices as indicated in Figure 6 (indices of I 80°-ro ta tion axes are a lso indicated in F ig ure 6). 
T his implies tha t the adjoining crys ta ls in a multi-maximum fa bric could a pproach one 
a nother very closely along either of these low-index pla nes . 

Fig. 7· Orientatiolls of seven 0 - 0 lilles (solid circles ) oJ a single crystal of ice, the c-axis of which is at the cell tre of the Wuljf 
Ilet . Solid lilles are loci oJ the orientation with which each of the sevell 0- 0 lilles makes the tetrahedral angle, J 09.5°. 
D ashed and shaded circles show the areas where several intersections of the loci concentrate. 
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7. COINCIDENT 0 - 0 LINE FABRrc 

Figure 7 shows the seven orientations of an 0 - 0 line of a single crystal of ice (solid 
circles) . The solid lines are the loci of the orientations with which each of the seven 0 - 0 lines 
(solid circles) makes the tetrahedral angle of rog'5° (0 - 0 - 0 a ngle) . If coincident orienta
tions of an 0 - 0 line exist in both this single crystal (in Fig. 7) and its adjoining crysta l, the 
c-axis orientation of the adjoining crystal must be somewhere on the locus. Accordingly, if the 
c-axes of adjoining crystals are concentrated in the directions wh ere several in tersec tions of 
loci a re concentrated (surrounded by small dashed circles), their coincident 0 - 0 lines with 
the single crystal can be concentrated in the orientations of seven 0 - 0 lines of the single 
crystal (solid circles) . T he angles b e tween small dash ed circles a re a bout (45 ± 5t . This angle 
reveals a marked agreement with the measured a ngles between preferred c-axis ol"ientations 
of the multi-maximum fabric, as shown in Figure 4. 

For all the measured adjoining crystals in each polycrystalline ice of different origin, the 
coincident orientations of 0 - 0 lines were then examined. T heir orientations were p lotted on 
one and the same equal-area proj ection net (Fig. 8) . It should be noted that these a re highly .. 
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Fig. 8. Coincident 0 - 0 line.fabrics plotted on an equal-area Schmidt net. E: " Byrd " s tation core ice ( 200 3111 deept ), F: 
Cape Folger core ice (259 112 deejJ) , G: Mendenhall Glacier ice. 
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conccntrated in several orientations and that their spatial distributions are very close to the 
seven orientations of 0 - 0 lines of a single crysta l of ice, as predicted above. 

It was also found that a multi-maximum c-axis fa bric (Cape Folger core ice, Mendenhall 
G lacier ice, and " Byrd" core ice) has more adjoining crystals related by a 180° rotation than 
other c-axis fabrics such as a single-maximum fabric. These facts strongly suggest that a 
p olycrystalline ice having a multi-maximum c-axis preferred orientation fabric (diamond 
pattern) has the closest crystallogra phic structure to the structure of a single crystal of ice. 

8. CONCL Dl NG REMARKS AND DISCUSSION 

For several types of polycrystalline ice of different origins, the spa tia l la ttice orientation of a 
crystal was determined by measure m ents of both the a- and c-axes. Analyses of orientations 
of a djoining crysta ls clarified that a great maj ority of the adjoining crystals may be in a 
twinning relation . This may suggest a strong possibility that the struc tural relation between 
c rystals plays a m aj or role in the appearance and growth of nuclei which have specific orienta
tions during recrys ta llization. 

Experiments o n recrystallization are now in prog ress in Sapporo by K . Kitakizaki using 
the three-point bending method of d eforming a single ice crys ta l. Data being obtained are 
confirming the above possibility. Orientations of nuclei of recrystallized crystals have specific 
rela tions with the orientations of their mother crys ta ls and /m' their adjoining crystals, the 
rotations being of the 60°, 90°, 120°, or 180° rotation symmetry. The detailed analytical 
r es ults and their correla tion with the measured results of glacier ice will be published . * 

M ost fabrics observed in glaciers a nd ice sheets such as single-maximum, two-maximum, 
a nd small-girdle fa brics, have been experimentally produced in the labora tory, while the 
formation of these fabrics has been explained by th e basal sliding mechanism (Brace, 1960; 
Budd, 1972 ; K a mb, 1972). H owever, a mul ti-maximum " dia mond " fabric has neither been 
successfully produced in the laboratory, nor has it been possible to expla in the forma tion 
mechanism solely by basal sliding . It is also unlikely that non-basal sliding, bounda ry sliding, 
a nd self-diffusion, which have been observed in plastic deform a tion o f ice (Shumskiy, 1958 ; 
Nakaya, 1958; Rigsby, 1960; W a ka ha ma, 1960, 1962, 1964, 1965; Gold, 1963; Higashi and 
o thers, 1968; M ae, 1968; Barnes a nd others, 197 1; and others), can expla in the multi-maxi
mum preferred orientations. 

In addition to the foregoing mech a nisms, a nother important mecha nism which is normally 
found in metal deformation , is m echa nical twinning, a lthough it has n ever been reported for 
ice; i. e . neither have direct observations been mad e, nor has a theory been proposed to date 
for mechanical twinning of ice. Both sliding and twinning deformations a re essentiall y caused 
by shear, whi le a twinning deforma tion in metal needs a much high er shear stress than sliding 
d eformation. It is a lso found in m etal that a twinning deformation proceeds by process of 
twin nucleation a nd propagation ofa twin bounda ry (twin growth ) . Twin nucleation r equires 
a very high shear stress, which would be provided b y a local stress concentration due to non
basal sliding. After twin nucleation breaks out, a much lower sh ear stress suffices for its 
propagation a nd g rowth, a lthoug h it is still a higher stress than that for sliding deformation 
(Bell a nd Calm, 1957). These observations obtained for twin deformation in metals give rise 
to the possibility that the multi-maximum " diamond" fabric of ice m ay be a ttributable to 
m echanical twinning. The multi-maximum fabric has the following characteristics: it is 
composed of crystals in very specific lattice ori entations, which form a polycrystaIIine structure 
close to the structure of a single c rystal of ice; m a ny of the crys ta l boundaries are twin 
bo undaries of a very specific lattice structure, as shown in Figure 5; the crys tal size in this 
fabric is larger th a n in any other fabrics; the degree of elongation of bu bbles contained is very 

* Paper in preparation by M. Matsuda and K. Kitakizaki. 
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sm a ll and the bubbles a re rather spherical ; this fabric has been found in those parts which 
have undergone a very strong shear deformation at a temperature relatively close to the 
melting point. Matsuda and W a kahama * found tha t this fabric exists in a sta ble state at 
those pa rts of the glacier where an octahedral shear stress exceeds about 0.4 bar (other fabrics 
are stable under a lower shear stress). Plastic deformation of the ice with this fa bric must be 
thus due to a d eformation mechanism that preserves the above characteristics of this fabric 
despite a large plastic deformation. Hence, mechanical twinning may be a possible, even a 
likely mechanism to satisfy this condition. This is because a bsorption of a large amount of 
plastic strain energy produced by such a strong shear stress can be made by the propagation 
of twin boundaries without changing the relative stru ctural rela tion be tween crystals, without 
changing a crystal boundary struc ture, a nd without making strong bubble elongation. 

The more de tailed mechanism of fabric formation a nd its quantitative rela tions with stress 
and stress configuration a re described by M atsuda and Wakaha ma. * 
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DISCUSSION 

W . B. KAMB: Pet-ha ps I should point out that I have been measuring a-axis orientations in 
temperate glacier ice for 15 years a nd have much unpublished data of this kind. In agreement 
with what you find , my data show strong a-axis fabrics in ma ny cases. 

]. W. GLEN: I realize that you a re reporting results and may not be in a position to indicate 
yet the reason for them, but the formation of these fabrics during original growth seems 
unlikely in som e of these cases. The appearance of very specific orientation relations in 
recrystallization a nd grain growth might be due to preferred growth in certain orientations, 
or to the relative ina bili ty to eliminate a bounda ry with lower energy, or structural r elations 
b etween grains. Do you have a ny ideas on this a t the present stage ? 

M. MATSUDA: At least in the a ppearance of nuclei which have specific orientations, their 
structural relation with their mother crystals and/or their adjoining crystals is to play a major 
role. For both experimentally recrystallized ice a nd glacier ice, clear regularity was found in 
the structural rela tions between adjoining crysta ls. Such a structural relation is of great 
importance for nucleation taking place during recrystallization. However, the forma tion of 
specific preferred orientation fabrics observed in bulk glacier ice which is undergoing constant 
plastic deformation , would be largely dependent on the deformation mecha nism, which 
varies with stress a nd temperature. 

Although relative inability to eliminate a boundary with lower energy may contribute to 
the formation of a conspicuous preferred orientation fabric, it is expected to play a rather 
minor role in the a ppearance of specific preferred orientations. 
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